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SUMMARY
mpALANcmG-TAB
AN ALL-Movm
Results are presented of a flight investigation of a Curtiss XP-@
airplane equipped with an all-movable horizontal tail having a control
system incorporating a combination of geared unbalmc~ tabs and servotabs.
Previous tivesti~tions of the confi$uratim had been made with a servotab
control systa for which the variations of elevator hinge moment with
elevator deflection and with angle of attack were neer zero. The stick-
force variations with airspeed and acceleration were supplied by means of
a bobweight. This system offered the possibility of having a constant
control-force gradient regardless of altitude or center-of-gravity position.
The servotab control system tested was found to he unsatisfactory, however,
because of the light stick forces accompanying rapid elevator deflections.
.
.
In order to increase the stick forces for rapid deflections without “
affecting the forces ti gradual maneuvers, the servotab linkage was moiM-
fied by incorporating a viscous damper in one of the links so that the
tabs deflected as geared.milmlencing tabs for rapid stick motion. ‘For
slow motions, the demper allowed the tabs to operate as servotabs.
A flight investigation of this arrangement showed that the coritrol
characteristicswere generally satisfactory in rapid maneuvers as well as
in steady flight.
INTRODUCTION
An investigationwas initiated to study a type of longitudinal-
control system which would pro~ide satisfactory control character stics
over a‘wide center-of-gravity range. b the development of such a control
system, it is necessary to keep the value of ch~ (the variation of
hinge-moment coefficient with control deflection) near zero and it is
also desirable to lmep C~ (the variation of hinge-moment coefficient
with angle of attack) near.zero end to supply the stick-force variation
with speed and”acceleration by means of a bobweigbt. This arrangement
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would be expected to ellminate the mriatim in stick-fone gradient with
center-of-~avity position and altitude end yet yrovide adequate static
longitudinal stability and force per g. 1.
ti order to obta& the desired hinge-moment characteristics of the
control surface, an adl-movable horizontal tail operated %y servotabs was
used. This tail waa tested previously on the Curtiss =-42 airplane and
the results of these tests are reported in reference 1. The stability
and control characteristics obtained in steady maneuvers were satisfactory,
but the servotab control system gave too light stick forces for rapid
elevator deflections. This condition resulted frcm the fact that the
normal acceleration did not build up immediately when the elevator was ‘
deflected rapidly and therefore the bobweight did not have the to provide
stick force for these rapid elevator deflections. It was suspected .alEJo
that there might be some undesirable characteristics in addition to the
servotab control system inherent in the all-movable tail. b order to
learn whether the sll-movable tail.could be used.as a satisfactory
longitudinal control, the servotabs were changed to geared unbalancing
tabs (reference 2). The deflection ratio between the gesxed.unbalancing
tabs and the all-movable horizontal tail could be controlled from the
cockpit to give the pilot the desired stick-fo~e variation. Although
the geared-unbalancing-tabcontrol arrangement was found to be satis-
factory smd indistin~shable from a conventional tail, it obviously did
not have the control characteristics orighal.ly intended, because it did
not fulfill the original re@rements of the all-nmvable horizontal tall
for a h3w Vdu8 of Cha. The tests with this control system did prove,
however, that notldng is inherently wrong with the all-movable horizontal
tail as a longitudinal control.
At the seinethe the work was being done on the all-movable horizontal
tail, a related set of tests was betig made to improve the longitudinal
control characteristics of a 2-63A-1 airplane having experimental elevators
(reference 3). The Rritish also were performing somewhat s5milsJ?tests cn
a fighter-t~e airplane and their conclusions were in general agreement
with those reached in the tests of the Y-63A-1. As a result of these
investigations, a paper discussing the need for WMtional requirements
for satisfactory elevator control characteristics was published, refer-
ence 4.
During the course of the flight investigation of the P-.63A-I-,a set
of highly balanced elevators
(ch~
end C
ha )
near zero was used in
conjunction with a bobweight .&d was found to be unsatisfactory because
of the light stick forces for ‘abruptstick deflections. h an effort to
obtain satisfactory longitudtial control characteristics of the P-63A-I
airplane with the hi@ly balanced elevators, a device was ticorporated
in the control system which consisted of a spring in series with a
viscous damper attached between the control system and the airplane
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structure. Better stick-force characteristics were obtained for rapid
deflections, but because of t& fixed spring constant the control was
satisfactory only over a Mmited speed range.
In order to.provide control-feel characteristics similar to those
obtained with the spring and d~er device on the Y-63A-1 airplane, but
for a ,widerspeed range, the original servotab arrangement of the
Curtiss XP-1+2airplane was modified to ihclude a viscous demper in the
control system in order to cause the servotabs to act as geared.un-
balancing tabs for almupt deflections. This arrangement would effectively
provide a spring restraint on the elevator with a spring constent that
would vary as the square of the airsyeed. The geared unlmlanchg tabs .
were expected to supply satisfactory stick-force gradients in rapid
maneuvers. The control system, however, would still act as a pure
servotab for slow stick deflections. The flight-test results of this
control system are presented hereti.
These tests were carried out with the Curtiss XP-h2 airplane having
the W-movable tail because of the convenience of utilizing the e~sting
control linkage of this airplane. This t~e of control system is not
restricted to use with an all-movable tail, but may be ayplied also to
a conventional tail arrangement with close~ beJanced elevators.
DESCRETIOIV OF GEARED UNBALMiCING SERVOTAB CONTROL SYSTEM
A three-view drawing
horizontal tdl are shown
showhg the action of the
stages is shown in figure
view to indicate in which
of the airplane end the plan view of me
in figures 1 -2, respectively. A diagram
geared unbalancing servotab in three”successive
3. Figure 3(a) presente a general graphical
way the viscous demper is incorporated in the
control arrangement and also-to show the posi;ion of the %rious perts
of the system before any deflection of the control is made . Figure 3(b)
shows the ~osition of the control aft6r the control stick has been
deflected.rapidly. Figure 3(c) shows the final yosition of the control
system after a rapid deflection of the control has been made and the stick
has been held in a fixed position for a period of ttme.
The viscous damper in the control system is the medium through which
the change from a geared unbalancing tab to a servotab is possible as
shown in stage B of the control motion. For rapid stick deflections,
the viscous damper acts as a rigid link. Under these conditions, the
contz’olsystem moves the tabs and the horizontal tail in the same direction
in a ratio of 1.2:1.0. If the stick is held at a certain deflection titer
it has teen rapidly deflected, the aerodynamic force exerted on the tabs
creates a moment alout the elevator hinge which is transmitted through
the control system, deflects the piston h- the damper, and returns the
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tabs to approxhately zero deflection with reference to the horizontal
tail. When the stick is deflected Wtielly, the action of the demper
in moving the whole horizontal tail and tabs in the ssme direction gives
an immediate stick force that is proportional to the stick deflection,
and this stick force is then gradually relieved by the eqsuing servotab
action. As the normal acceleration btild.sup, the bobweight supplies
stick force. For slow movements of the stick, the dsmper allows the
tabs to act approximately as pure servotaha. The centering springs
shown in figure 3, give a simulated value of Chb but this value de-
creases with airspeed to small velues at high speeds. The purpose of
the centering springs is to @ve a stick force in la and also to
give the horizontal tail a centering tendency when the airplane is on
the ground. During a previous investigation (reference 2) a spring was
necess~ in the tah control system to take up backlash in order to
eldminate en undemped oscillation caused by play in the tab control
me” The stick forces contributed by the Wcklash spring shown in
figure 3 are negligible.
The chsractetistics of the viscous -er are shown in figure 4 as
the variation of stick force tith stick-deflection rate with the tail
locked. The daqer used in this control system was quite sensitive to
small chenges h temperature. No temperature-compensathg device was
used in connection with the viscous dqer in this control system, although
such a device could be provided h a service installation.
.
Figures 5 to 7 @ve the llnkage and force characteristics as de-
temined in grouud calibrations. Figure 5 shows the deflection of the
horizontal control surfaces h relation to the stick deflection. The
variation of tab angle with stick deflection was meamred with the
elevator h neutral.;whereas, the mriaticm of elevator angle with stick
deflection was measured with the tab locked to the elevator. b both
these conditions, the damping piston waa free to mme and the maximum
deflections obtained were limited by the travel of the demping piston.
Figure 6(a) presents the veriatim of tab engle with elevator angle with
the damping pistcm locked in its extreme position and near neutral. The
slope of these ltnes”represents the linkage ratio of the tab aotlng as an
unbalanctig tab. Figure 6(b) shows the veriation of tab and elevator
angles with stick angle measured with the damper locked. The stick
forces contributed by the tifferent units of the control system are
presented in figure ‘i’.
The lon@tudinal stability in
rapid maneuvers was investigated.
steady and turning flight and
Some of these tests were made
in
with “
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the center of gravity at 27.3 percent mean aerodynamic.chord and the
remahder at 30.1 percent mean aerodynamic chord.
The static-longitudinal-stabiMty data are not presented as they
were found to be similar to the characteristics found in yrevious
tests (r8ference 2)0 The Curtiss XP-@ airplane shows a tendency to
become statically unstable near the stalling speed in the lower-on con-
tition with any of the ts31 surfaces that have been tested.
The data obtained from turning flight with the center of gravity
at 30.1 percent men aerodynamic chord.are presented in fi~ 8. me
stick-force gradient was 10 pounds per g. This stick force is slightly
heavier then the desirable stick force for this type of airplane (3 to
8. ~ounds per g). It may be noted that 6.5 pounds per g were obteind
from the e.otionof the bobweight and 1.3 pounds per g frcm the centering
springs. The remahhg 2.2 pounds per g are attributed to the small
variation of the tab mgle shown W figure 8, which was caused by a smell
~t Of static fl?ictionb the demping cylinder. me fo~e per g cofid
have been reduces, however, by the use of a smaller bobweight.
In order to obtain data in rapid maheuvers, a series of pull-ups
and holds were executed by the pilot at Mfferent indicated airspeeds.
Ib the pull-up and hola maneuvers the pilot rapidly deflects the stick
to a certain displacement and attempts to hold the stick fixes until a
ste@y value of acceleration iq obteined. The data obtained in these
maneuvers me presented in figure 9. The stick force was proportional
to the tab deflection for the initial deflection of the stick before the
acceleration built.up. As the tab returned to a neutral position in
relation to the horizontal tail, the stick force due to the tail hinge
moments approached zero snd then the stick force due to nozmal accelera-
tion ecklng on the bobweight appeered, end thus ~tained the stick
force that the tab hsd given. In some respects, the stick-force character-
istics obtainea aifferea from those intended. The runs at the lower
indicated airsyeeas show that, because of too rapid action of the damper,
the stick force tended to fall off before the bobwei@t force reached
its mximum value. Also, at the lower speeds the tab did not return
completely to its neutzal position due to static friction in the dmyer,
and this resulted b an increased stick force. The system, however,
provided the stick fo~e upon the initial stick deflection which had
been lackhg with the orig3neJ.servotab system and the pilot felt that
the stick-force characteristics in rapia msneuvers were fairly satis-
factory. Furthermore, the requirement stated in reference 41’the gradieti
of elevator control force per g in quick pull-ups shall never be less
than ti steady tui’ningflight under the same conditions” was satisfied.
The near-zero values of C
%
, which had been provided by the
X Chb ~
original servotal
of the control.
control, however, were retained for slow movements
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The tab ratio and damper characteristics of the gesred-unbalancing-
servotab arrangement used are not considered the o@Amum. Furthermore,
the arrangement tested had one undesirable feature, which is brought out
h figure 3(c), wherefi a comparison of horizontal-tail deflection for
stages’B snd C is made. This cmparism shows that the horizontal tail “
does not remain in its original.deflected positiun but returns to *
Z percent of its originsl defJ.ectionas the U.nbalmcing tab returns
to neutral position. This characteristic is hherent in the linkage system
used in this particular control system; however, the decrease in tail
deflection couldbe reducedhy redesi@ng the linkages in the control
system. Figure 9 shows that the effect of the decrease in tail deflection
was to cause a fall-off h normal acceleration fi the later stages of the
puld.-upan.dhold maneuvers and that the pilot attempted to correct for
the decrease in accelerationby ticreasfng the stick deflection.
Two time histories of the tab and elevator angles b pull-up and hold
msneuvers with increasqd static friction in the viscous damper are pre-
sented in figure 10. Ethese runs, the center of gravity was at 27.3 per- ,
cent mean aerodynamic chord. Figure 10 also shows that the static friction
ta the viscous damper prevented the tab from returning to neutral at an
indicated airspeed of 150 miles per hour. As the airspeed was increased
to 200 miles per hour, however, the tab returned relatively farther toward
neutral. Thus, ti the latter case, the tab hinge mcmnts acting on the
control Mnkage were lager in relation to the static friction, and the
tabs could therefore return,nearer to the neutral position as the airspeed
was ticreased. These results tidicate that in oribm to obtain the desired
stick-force characteristics at all aim%peeds, the static friction in the
viscous damper must be kept at a low vfiue.
!lh%ntabs located at the trailing edge
figure 2 were available on the tail surface
satisfactory as trimming devices. The trim
unbalancing servotabs initially trimmed the
until the static friction in the damper was
.
of the servotabs as shown in
tested. These tabs were un-
tabs located on the gearecl-
cdrplane in the wrong direction
overcome. Therefore, during
these tests, the trhn tabs were always locked in a neutral position.
With this type of control system, trimming could be provided by means
of an adJustable bungee.
was
CONCLUSIONS
The Curtiss Xl?-~ airplane with an all-movable horizontal tail
equipped with a control sfstem incorpo=ting a combination of geared
unbalancing tabs and servotabs b order to provide increased stick force
in rapid maneuvers, which was not obtafiable with the plain sgrvotab
control system. From a fli& tivesti~tion of this arrangement, the
following conclusions were reached:
1. A combtiation unbalanchg tab and servotab control system of the
type tested can be used to give satisfactory longitudinal control
.,
—
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characteristics in
arrangements which
7
rapid as well as in steady maneuvers for control
possess near-zero values of tail hinge-moment mriatia
with deflection and angle of attack.
2.’The static friction in the viscous damper must be held at a low
value in order to obtain the desired operation of the control system.
Langley Aeronautical I@oratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
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Area,sq ft:
Movabletail 40.9
Fuselage
Total 4:::
Tab
Aspectratio L:6
Taperratio 2.4:1
M.A.C., ft 3.25
l!hiclmess:
Root 0.10chord
Tip 0.08 chord
—
k fuselage
Trimtab
hingeltie~
~am
Section k-ii
Tab 1/
hinge line
‘Y ,3:n“- J
1“
c1
~Tail hinge line
at 0.24 chord
.4
&t(yl
.
+
}‘
Ellipticalairfoilsectionto 0.75 chord 1
Max-thickness at 0.428 chord
\( =S=
<–~—
Root section Straightcontourfrom 0.75 chord
to T.E.
Figure 2.- Dimensicma of all-movable horizontal tail for
Curtiss XP-42 airplane.
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hk=‘~;~~ ‘-–~———3ob-weight 3acklash.sprin&// u/’ ,/CenteLng springs Viscousdampingcylinderin neutral
(a) StageA.
Q/+ r ‘n-’ ,, n 11 I 1’ L1
L
~
~ ViscousdampingcylinderIn neutral
(b) StageB.
&*~f-~T‘“
Stage B Stage C
Tab
—
.
in neutral
—
!
=S=
z 7iscousdampingcylinderdisplaced
(c) StageC.
Figure 3.- Sketch with linkages drawn to scale of the geared uzibalancing
servotal control system tested on the Curtiss XT-@ airphne. This
sketch gives the position of the control system at the end of three
different stages.
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Figure 4.– Damper cherac~eristics, used in conjunction with the geered
unbalancing servotab on the all+movable horizontal tail, showing
the veriation of stick force with stick+ieflectionrate with
tail locked.
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IYgure 6.- Linkage characteristicsbetween tal and elevator control
surfaces with the dsmyer locked on the all-movable horizontal tail
of Curtiss 3P-42 airplane.
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(b) Variation of tab angle and elevator angle with stick angle.
Figure 6.- Oomluded.
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Figure 9.- Time histories of a series of pull-~s and hohl.s with the
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